
petra  |  dining collection  |  made in the Philippines Dimensions may vary slightly. Please ensure furnishings fit through interior 
structures and into desired space before purchase.

petra

a dramatic showstopper thousands of years in the making
Our Petra Dining Collection is constructed from rare, naturally sourced materials, showcasing distinct, varying colors and textures, making each piece a 
true one-of-a-kind. Petrified wood tabletops cut from lengths of fossilized trees, white century marble or grey marble tabletops from remote regions of the 
Philippines are selected by hand and carefully mosaicked to form stunning surfaces.

product details
 u Handcrafted petrified wood surfaces are assembled using petrified wood 

veneers and solid wood.

 u Our petrified wood is complemented by artisan-finished iron, featuring an 

antiqued, dark grey patina.

 u Handcrafted marble surfaces are assembled using century marble veneers 

and solid wood. 

 u Our century marble is complemented by artisan-finished iron, featuring our 

Caribbean Gold patina.

 u Grey marble surfaces are complemented by artisan-crafted black iron 

bases.

 u Stone surfaces are buffed and polished to accentuate their natural coloring.

 u Hand-picked materials are sustainably sourced in compliance with Philippine 

Environmental Regulations. 

 u Featuring elegant variations in color, pattern, shape, and texture, natural 

stone surfaces are as beautiful to look at as they are durable.

 u Due to weight and size, Petra tables can be delivered to first floor only. No 

steps.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any 

Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Rectangular Dining Table 
74" w x 38" d x 30" h; 2" thick; seats up to 6
Petrified Wood 30PETREC74KT
Century Marble 30PETWHRC74KT
Grey Marble 30PETGYRC74KT

86" w x 40" d x 30" h; 2" thick; seats up to 8
Petrified Wood 30PETRARECKT
Century Marble 30PETWHRECKT
Grey Marble 30PETGRYR86KT

96" w x 40" d x 30" h; 2" thick; seats up to 10
Petrified Wood 30PETREC96KT
Century Marble 30PETWHRC96KT
Grey Marble 30PETGYRC96KT

Round Dining Table 
54" diameter x 30" h; 3" thick; seats up to 6
Petrified Wood 30PETRA54KT
Century Marble 30PETWHT54KT
Grey Marble 30PETGRY54KT

60" diameter x 30" h; 3" thick; seats up to 8
Petrified Wood 30PETRA60KT
Century Marble 30PETWHT60KT
Grey Marble 30PETGRY60KT

72" diameter x 30" h; 3" thick; seats up to 10
Petrified Wood 30PETRA72KT
Century Marble 30PETWHT72KT 
Grey Marble 30PETGRY72KT

Server 
65" w x 20" d x 36" h
Petrified Wood 30PTNTSVKT
Century Marble 30PTWHSVKT
Grey Marble 30PTGRYSVKT


